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Introduction 
 
Some features of document style that seems to be Chinese specific, are summarized with 
examples.  
 
1. Page size 

The following pages are generally used:  

Letter   (21.59*27.94)cm 
Legal   (21.59*35.56)cm 
Executive   (18.41*26.67)cm 
A3   (29.7*42)cm 
A4   (21*29.7)cm 
A5   (14.8*21) 
B4(JIS)   (25.7*36.4) 
B5(JIS)   (18.2*25.7) 
Envelop #10  (10.48*24.13)cm 
Envelop DL  (11*22)cm 
Envelop C5  (16.2*22.9)cm 
Envelop B5  (17.6*25)cm 
Envelop Monarch  (9.84*19.05)cm 
Big Postcard  (14.79*19.99)cm 
Executive(JIS)  (21.59*32.99)cm 
16 Kai   (18.4*26)cm 
32 Kai   (13*18.4)cm 
Big 32 Kai   14*20.3()cm 
 
2. Page Margin 

Page Margins are different from each other.  



 
 
3. Text composition 

3.1 Indentation 

In normal Chinese text, the first line of the paragraph is indent. The indentation is of 2 
Chinese-Characters’ width.  



 

 

3.2 Paragraph space 

A paragraph space is identical to a line space or larger than a line space.  

3.3 Line space 

Due to the nature of Chinese character, the line space of Chinese text is generally larger 
than that of English text.  

3.4 Rule between columns 

In a page with multiple columns, the adjacent columns are sometimes separated by white 
space.  



 

 

3.5 Vertical text 

Vertical texts are often used, both for title and for normal text. In the vertical text, the 
sequence of lines is from right to left.  

 

 



 

3.6 Index 

Generally, the page number are right-aligned. The space between text and page number is 
filled with dot. 

 

 

3.7 Punctuation mark 

Chinese has most punctuations corresponding to that of English, e.g., """, "'", ".", "!", "?", "-", 
"(", ")", and ":". But in Chinese we use our own Characters. 

English: 

Chinese: 



(1) double quotation marks and single quotation marks 

Chinese text uses double quotation marks and single quotation marks in pair. Left quotation 
mark begin a quotation, right quotation mark end a quotation. Single quotation marks are 
used within a quotation. 

 

(2) parenthesis 

There is no space just before and open parenthesis and no space just after an open 
parenthesis.  

(3) French quotes   

French quotes are used to enclose the name of a paper, a book or a document. 

 

3.8 Mark 

Besides underline, Chinese also uses many other types of mark to highlight the text. 
 

 

3.9 phonetic symbol 

Chinese use English Characters for phonetic symbols. Sometimes, the phonetic symbols 
need to be printed above the Chinese Character to illustrate its pronounciation. 

 

4 Table 

Dimension splitter of a table may be very complicated. See example. 



 
 

5 Minority Languages 

Many minorities in China, such as Mongolia, zhang, Wei and Yi. They have their own 
documents. Following is a newspaper of Zhang. 
 

 

Summary 

This paper illustrated some unique features in Chinese documentation style with live 
examples. The purpose is to enrich the DocSII Asia style language library, and furthermore, 
to promote the use and interchange of Asian documents.  


